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Measurements of irreversible changes of length during heat treatment of carbon from 1100"C-

2800'C, and of the thermal expansion of the resultant graphite were made on rods within a fur-

nace using two externally mounted short range telescopes. Extruded carbon rods made from

Texas coke, Kendall coke, and a hard coke were investigated. A number of rods were prepared

from each coke calcined to different temperatures. The dependence of both the changes of length

during heat treatment and of the therm¿l expansion upon the coke calcination temperature and

f\ particle size were studied. Data concerning the influence of impregnation on the thermal expan-
,I sion of rods made from Kendall coke were obtained'
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19.t--only the thermal expansion of graph-
ites, but also the very interesting irreversi-
p!9..c!g,nges of length of carbon rods caused
by the transformation of carbon to graphite
during the heat treatment.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. High Temperature Measuring Apparatus

The positions of the ends of a sample
rod rvithin the furnace lr.ere determined
using two rigidly connected telescopes
equipped lvith micrometer eyepieces. The
positions were recorded for different tem-
peratures of the furnace, the temperature
being determined rvith an optical pyrom-
eter. A diagram of the equipment is given
in Fig. 1.

The furnace consisted of an electrically
heated, six-foot-long, 1|"-inside-diameter
graphite tube mounted across a brick en-
closure filled with carbon black for insula-
tion. Current rvas supplied through large
rvatercooled graphite blocks supporting the
furnace tube at its ends. An atmosphere of
nitrogen gas was maintained in the tube to
prevent oxidation of samples.

Two parallel. carbon sight tubes extended
through the brick side-'ivall from and at
right angles to the furnace tube. Another

pair of tubes with closed ends extended
from the opposite side of the furnace tube
to a cooler part of the furnace. The ends of
the luminous sample rod mounted within
the furnace tube r,l-ere vieu'ed through the
sight tubes against a dark background
provided by the second pair of tubes.

The telescopic objectives were fastened
to a bar of steel rvhich rvas placed at a
distance of 18" from the sample; eyepieces
n'ere fastened to a second bar, and both of
these n'ere in turn secured to a single piece
of brass whieh was mounted on a heavy
frame. The telescopes produced a magnifica-
tion equivalent to .0048 mms of the sample,/
micrometer scale unit. Readings could be
reproduced to better than *2 scale units,
or approximately +.01 Dr, lr-hich is
about 1 % of the total length change for
the trvelve-inchJong sample heated from
1000"C to 2500"C.

Measurements n'ith such an arrangement
are primarity l imiled to temperatures at
rvhich the sample is luminous. Horvever,
.uglltg ar-tif,cial illumination of the ends, of
the sample, measurements rvere made in-
some cases at or near room temperature,
permitting an estimate of the average
thermal expansion coefficient for the range

w T
| \ oudto6 -/ | L 18 irñ.s

t-l I

--rrl nt.on.'.r cv¿pire l.r_¡
. 4 U . . . . -

Frc. 1. Schematic diagram showing the arrangement of the furnace sample holder and telescopes.
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0"C-1000'C, but unfortunately with some- first heat treated or "ca,lcined" to a number
rvhat lo'wer accuracy than fár the coeffi- -9;l*,hjgh¡rr. temperáílñJ-Eñie- ñitrc;- ;
óñ"t1ñiñ range 1000'C. to 2500"C. ptosgqq yhich results in both removal of

The sample rod rvas held concentric rvith most volatiles, and an increase in the real
the furnace tube in a device consisting of a 

-Qén:!"i¿,-qf-'!h" 
coke. The calcination tem-

smaller graphite tube having four radially perature of the coke, the maximum heat
directed graphite legs rvhich also protruded treatment the coke received before process-
into its interior. The sample rvas held in ing, is an experimental parameter which
position by these legs: the surrounding tube will hereafter be designated by the abbrevia-
fitted rvith appropriate observation holes tion C.T. After calcination, the coke was
acted as a thermal shield. The optical pulverized in a series of grinding operations-.
pyrometer was sighted on one of the legs and sorted into sizes by sieving.
from the end of the furnace tube. It rvas The coke was mixed rvith binder for 45
necessary to do that since there lvas a minutes at a temperature at which the
parabolic temperature distribution along binder was fluid and the pliable mixture
the furnace tube at equilibrium and as a obtained extruded under pressure through
result there also rvas a temperature differ- a l" die at a somewhat lou'er temperature.
ence of about 50o between the center and The same die was used in making all the

the ends of the sample. The supporting samples used in this study but the electrical
pegs were located about half'way between heating element was arranged differently in
the center and the end of the sample and the early rvork, probably resulting in a
their temperature represented quite closely slightly different temperature distribution
the average temperature of the rvhole along the die. This is mentioned here since
sample. The presence of the temperature it mieht be that the carbon structure is in
gradient decreases the reliability of absolut" .o-e-*uy affected by this distribution.
values of expansion obtained but does not After extrusion, the so-called green rods
impair the comparison of the behavior of were nacked in a crucible rvith a sand-coke
different carbons, rvhich is of more direct mixture and baked to 1100"C by slorvly
interest at the present stage of invsstior-

tion. 

rEDEU! D!o6e u¡ Irv!DU¡ó@- incrgaging_ the temperature in a three-day
perirul.. rsllgiyilg thg . lakiag the coked

B. Preparation of Samptes !lag::1ry:y"4 7p9;9t -\s%,.gf thg rod'q.

The samples were f"-diameter extruded 
welgnf'

rods prepared in the laboratory. The basic rt. Rllsulrs
materials used were trvo types of petroleum a
soft cokes, r'exas iid fiÉnaun,'u. a"Áig- ^^3:l:: 

first presented concerning the

nated by the typó of crude oil rro^ rrüi"i dependence of the longitudinal thermal

JheJlwelg-!La4-"r-'lh" Texas coke l'as.mixed - 
expansion and length changes during heat

;ith -"di"* gtaae coat tar pitch á. ¡i"¿*t, 
" treatment on a) v-aria-t-iql of the "coke cal-

' 
and the KenJail coke with portland Gas jiltation temperature, b) variation of the

Company binder. Irr-qdd.ttiql]-!9,!-h-es-e--t-yo go-kg particle- size, and c) impregnation of

soft cokes, a hard .oke .rai mááé-from u the lods- with additional pitch. Later, the

pt ónótbónraldehyde resin and rvas mixed results of some preliminary measurements

nith the same resin as the binder. performed to determine the anisotropy of
" tt. á*-"i.lut soft cokes as received some of the Kendall coke graphite samples

.uelé rart, that is, heated in processing to and also studies of their X-ray diffraction

v/ oniÍ*a6ñt 5dÓ'C. Different batches u'ere patterns are reported.
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Frc. 2. 
"""*,r';JT;;;:t"" 

or an exrruded
baked Kendall coke 1100 C.T. carbon rod as a
function of the temperature during initial heat
treatment, with all experimental points indicated.

A, Longitud,inal Thermal Erpansion of
Graphites and, Changes of Length During
Heat Treatment

1. Illustrat;íae Curue
Following baking, the rods were inserted

into the high temperature furnace described
previously, and heat treated (graphitized)
to 2800'C. The type of results obtained on
an individual samples are presented in
Fig. 2. Thg- "tgbli,yp _ expa+$igll. Grereq¡"-e*gr_
length over total lengll .?! 0:.q) is plotted
' -.*i --.- r--*- / -

against the (suecessively larger) tempera-
ture of the sample. The curve can be
divided into several distinctively different
parts. $g.fu ú*Jrefi, ..is a. .r"e.yeJsibl9 -expar.
sion up to 1100"C. the maximum temnera-' 
ture to which the carbon was heated irr

@:iE" ñ.d;inñ;t"ffiü-"f 1;;t";
changes continuously and irreversibly dur-
ing its original heat treatment, but does
not change during subsequent cooling or
heating, being determined only by the
maximum temperature to ivhich the carbon
was, originally or at any later time, heat
treated. In heating the sample above
1100'C, the crystallites resume their
"growth" and the rod starts again to ex-
hibit irreversible changes in its dimensions.

. A shrinkage takes plarejp!g_l.LO.Ql.9_ yg_Le
@rñ;pidñóiü*u
)=--'-.r
in length in the rangb;ióüñ1"1860oó'ifrln
'rvhat is known'as'-ili; ¡úffi¡t- il"g", u"a

fi nallJ_g_!9il_,rapid.ln-qrease_i4-*l-eqg_tb_9l_
even a slight contraction occurs in the
grepbiJizaliqnr.aIlsg'-?99Q"-C*-*%00"C.'S;;ir
a curve as in Fig. 2 is representative of ir-
reversible changes in structure, and there-
fore is not retraced when the sample is
cooled from any temperature greater than
1100"C. When cooled, the sample contracts
smoothly and reversibly, with a definite
thermal expansion coefficient characteristic
of its new crystallite structure, which was
formed at the highest temperature reached
by the sample. In this work samples were
heat treated to either 27W'C or 2800'C
and the variation of length of the rods was
observed during the heating cycle (heat
treatment curve) and on subsequent cool-
ing. Ihe thermal expansion coefficients
reported in thiq pap_e-r _-luere-pb_tained -from
the smooth coglir"rg. cqly_gg_ by t3!1ng".1b-g
pverage expansion_j1- !hg'fl"g,e.!--8'jq0!:
and 1000'-2500'C.

2. Inf,uence of the Temperature of CaI-
cination of the Coke

a. Kendall coke. Batches of samples were
made using Kendall coke calcined to dif-
ferent temperatures. Rods were made with
38 parts by weight of Portland Gas Com-
pany pitch as binder and a r,veight of coke
such that it r,vould amount to 100 parts after
heat treatment to 1100'C. ThiS rneans tha-t

gg.ol!io3?.!e1y larger qU4li-!i!i.e.s..of. the
coke " calcined to lower temperatures. \\¡ere
y,Sgg j.o compensate for their greater weight

,ntt..qyri+S baking to 1100'C, so that the
-f,na!.pa-r[9n would have identical ratios of
binder coke to particle coke in every case.
The heat treatment curves for these samples
are shown in Fig. 3a where !h9 origi4 for _
_eepb*-qglg.-h*q.bSeg,.-arlit"raril¡shif ted.in
the upward direetion to avoid overlaoninss
. . # ! _ - - - - , . . . . . .  f , { ,  q

and crossinq of the curves. The curves irr
F"':*Sññáw-that the shrinkage in the
1100-1600' range during heat treatment is
strongly dependBnt on the C.T.; thglrlg
JIE-C-T--oj tbe rod,-thp-grufgr th-e shrink-
9ce--afuhe-rod*in""lhiu-range, This is very
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Frc. 3. Longitudinal dilation of Kendall coke carbon rod a) during heat treatment and b) during

cooling. C.T. is the coke calcination temperature. Dotted curve in graph a represents the dilation in the

transverse direction.

remarkable in view of the fact that at

1100'C all the samples with the exception

of the 1350 C.T. rod consisted of identical

relative amounts of originally the same ma-

terials, all of which had been heat treated

to just 1100"C, with the only difference

that the operations of grinding and mixing

with binder were performed at different

stages of calcination of the coke. The

dotted line is a partially incomplete heat-

treatment curve for the C'T. 1100"C

carbon in the transverse direction, rryüich

was obtained with a sample prepared in a

rvay to be described later.

Changes of length occurring in cooling

for the same samples of Kendall coke rods

are presented in Fig. 3b. The values of the

longitudinal thermal expansion for the

baked rods before and after graphitization

are plotted in Fig. 7, where data obtained

for other cokes are also included. -Thg e¡;
pansion coefficient. alsq . is seep. to be-

markedlv denendent on the C.T. of the
-----i*
ró[$[g"lárger for a lqwer C.T. In going"
from- th". ".. balreÁ to--.graphific ". stafe- " ihe
coefficient seems to decrease slightly in
éui4,'9á¡", u qnu"iiiuii**.ii"pdrie".l.lg"t
bein E rvaqgl_Lqd*it ..yjSty - pf - !.\e -Io-ryeq . s,c-
curacy in the range 0-1000oC.- 

Il éráér to gile"a'mcire iómplete picture

f/ 
ei*¡

of the physical characteristics of these
rods, the values of their room-temperature
diameters and apparent densities after
various heat treatments are plotted in
Figs. 4a and 4b. 4!bo"eL tlle .t9r-npgrg,ture
of the die during extrusion was kept the
same in br"óuruiion óf ull th.t" sampiés,
T6Tütñtórs of ittó ü4. (4a) differ for )
ditrercñL"-c--.T" -even ,ir'- t!'-e-" srqglt-(q-r.*qu (
baked) $e!g_j!g11t-s- Lbs!'_!l'e.e-qlrp-p.ar: (
ticles cáióiied t6-hlghet tenperatures have. I

?"rt"r 
"T;ticitv. 

Also, one can see from I
+ - * + ' . - * _ - - . , - _ _ . " , , . - : t

the decrease in dTameter of the I 100 and )
1q50-*9J,- gampl-es düiins*b;kñü- !t'ai " I
éontraction of the whole structure occurs {
whicli is-düe to thé-sñriñLage of ttió ui"aé. /
coké;1oné.'(T[e coke paiiicles ig t!! 1ay i
and 800 C.T. samples are also shrinking)' I-ffi]óA;-iosé'wei[ht' ñiih 

-éveiy 
héat

treatment because of removal of volatiles
and also due to a small amount of oxidation
which takes place at each heating, 'wüich

produces a small but, with each heat
treatment, progressively larger deviation of
the measured densities shown in Fig. 4b
from the correct values for unoxidized
material. The real dS¡¡t"W- of the ground
coke as found by u" i-*é*ibl-1éiñ-nlciüe
after the varióus hét ]tiñlmeñlil1d"?sb
given there. Since the real coke density
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Ftc. 4. Changes in a) diameter and b) in apparent density as a function of maximum heat treatment
temperature for Kendall coke carbon rods of different C.T. ¿s measured at room temperature. A curve
giving the real density d. of Kendall coke is included in graph [r.
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average expansioll coefficients aftcr baking
and after graphitization are given in Fig. 7.
With the exception of the ra$¡ coke rod
this group qualitatit'ely resembles the
Kendall coke series in its dependence on
O.T. of both the shrinkage in the 1100"C*
1600"C region, and of the expansion coefr-
cients. For each definite C.T. hor,r'ever, the
a-o.rrlt"-ii'ihrinkage and the expansion
coefficients of the Texas coke rods are
considerably greater than the corresponding
values for the Kendall coke rods. The
Te*a, r 'a\\ '  coke rods behave anomalouslyt
this l'as confirmed by running a second
sample of this type. During heat treatment
they shou, little shrinkage but an excessive
puffing, and consequently in the range
1100-1600"C the minimum occurs at a
lon'er temperaturc tharr it does in the other
Texas samples. From Fig. 7 it is apparent
also that the expansion coefficient de-

!{gpseF far more during heat treatment
(-25%) than those of samples of higher
calcination temperature.

c. Phenol-benzaldehyde coke. Tn'o rods
were made from phenol-benzaldehyde resin
coked to 400'C and 1100"C respectively.
50 parts 65/100-mesh and 50 parts 150/200-
mesh particle sizes of this coke u.ere mixed
\\'ith an amount of binder equivalent to 45

ó
d m
=

: r J

BEFORE
SAXITG

GRE€N

aoo' cr

ros" cl

t320

c f

Frc. 5. Longito¿irru.f"iilrtion during heat treat-
ment of Texas coke carbon rods u'ith different C.T.

increases with heat treatment much faster
Lb"pl.thS appq,qent densities of the rods, it is
c-lear -t}rgl -4. gte.aler, porosity results from
higbpr heat treatment of these materials.

b. Teras coke. L series of rods rvas made
from through-2O0-mesh Texas coke cal-
cined to 2150"C, 1320oC, 1050"C, 800'C
and raw, using 45 parts by rveight coal tar
pitch per quantity of coke which u,ill
reduce to 100 parts after heat treatment to
1100'C. The changes of length of these
rods during heat treatment are plotted in
Fig. 5 (again the curves being shifted in an
upward direction) and the yalues of the
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at temperatures beyond 2000"C. As can be

Áiie" tióm Fig. 7, the expansion coefficients

of the hard coke rods after baking to 1100'C
were both exceedingly low (1.7 X 10-6) in

comparison to those for soft cokes, and
independent of the C.T. Horvever, after

heat treatment to 2700'C, the thermal
expánsion óf both PB"rods became much
greater (5.3 X 10*6), a behavior opposite to
qof-t,go!-e¡, f.sr- r"-h!pb a c-lieb-t- {eprg.q,sg is
obqp.qy_ed wilh grpphitization.

3. Depend,ence on Particle Size
Several rods were made from Texas coke

calcined to 1320'C, varying the particle
size to which the coke was ground in each
case. The samples were made as nearly
identical as possible. It turned out, however,
that the larger-particle-size riiiies required
much higher pressures for extrusio" .tttl+-
did the smaller-sized ones, although they
ápñearecf niüóli wettel iór the same pitóh
content. As ean be seen from Fig. 8a, the
samples differ considerably as to the amount
of puffing they exhibit during heat treat-
menl,.

As seen in Fig. 8b, the, longitudinal
thermal expansion coefficient of the roc
qg-lrposed*of- the smallest particles, through-
325-mesh size, is about 20 7o lotver than that
of. the rod made of largest coke particle

¡-izeQ, 65/100 mesh. It might be rvorth

( b )  G R A P H I T I Z E O

O lOO0 2OOO

leue¡a¡ luRE 'c

Frc. 6. Longitudinal dilation during heat treat-
ment of tn'o phenol-benzaldehyde resin ca¡bon
rods ¡.ith different C.T.

parts per 100 parts coke heat treated to
1100"C, using as binder the same resin from

which the coke was made. The changes of
length of the rods using heat treatment
given in Fig. 6 shorv 

" "ontractr*o!-lbrsqh-.
out the whole heating range for the 400 C.T.

- i - -  ,  . - .  : , -  
Y

sampld-1y_tre¡eas the l l00'C C.T. sample

shows no contraction below 2000'C but a

muah*Iasléf óñé above 2000'C. This is a

.ttikir¿ AiFéión¿; in béhavior; it should be

again recalled that both these samples rvere

made from the same materials and differ

only in the sequence of the heat treatment

of the coke to 1100'C and combining it

with the binder.
The hard coke rods are the only ones for

rvhich an appreciable shrinkage rvas found

( o )  E A K E O

P L C O K E
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Frc. 7. Longitudinal thermal expansion coefficient for different carbon rods as a function of calcina-

tion temperature of the coke. a) baked rods, b) graphitized. PB-phenolbenzaldehyde resin carbon'
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Fr c. 8. Depenu"r,*'"i"il'",'"1ü1'"or"rt dil at ion
during heat treatment and b) longitudinal thermal
expansion coefficient, both as a function of coke
particle size.

mentiorring that no significant differenee
was observed in the expansion'coemcient of
two rods ¡4a,de from the Texas 7q4 cok9,
ol9-Itjh-65ám. xlesh " sizes" and the . other
with t-hrough-200'mesh sizes, although the
puffing was somewhat greater for the 65/100
mesh rod.

The ..p,gS-lg.- -i-n .-!hp^ . temperature range
alggnd 1850"C is generally believed to be
related to the concurrent evolution of
sulphuroüs gases. However, for both the
Texas series (2b) and variable coke size
series (3) large differences are found in the
amount of puffing between samples made
from mixes containing the same materials in
the same ratios. Although sllpbql -mg,y.. be
the aqent responsible for puffins there

. . . - - : . . -  -  r

c.gdainly-¿re, addilipnal - coutrolling .f¿ctors
Jlyq-lyg.4. in this complicated pr-ocess.

d. Effect of Impregnation
Impregnation of a carbon with pitch is a

process for reducing the porosity of carbon
and increasing its strength and density by
widening the binder coke bridges between
the particles. In order to impregnate rods
they were placed in a vacuum chamber
partly filled with molten Resin C pitch
binder; after the chamber was evacuated
the rods were submerged in the hot molten
pitch. The container rvas then opened to the
air, the atmospheric pressure forcing ad-
ditional pitch into the pores of the carbon.
The so-impregnated rods were rebaked irr
order to coke the impregnant. $_g-qh a_
process can be repeated a number of times
but each .rr.."r.irr" ti-" .;ith l;;i;;

t?i"éri¡y-ó""g.q .In this rvork only two suc-
cessrve rmpregnations rvere used.

Several different Kendall coke rods were
subjected to this treatment and the results
obtained for their thermal expansion coef-
ficient are tabulated belorv in Table I. In
some cases the rods tvere impregnated
before, and in other cases, after graphitiza-
tion.

The history of the sample is given in the
first three columns; namely, the C.T. of the
coke, the heat treatment the rod received

TABLE I
Efect of the Impregnation on the Thermal Erpan-

sion of Kentl.all Rods

f€UPEFATUaE 'c

9

Calci-
nation

Temper-
ature

of
Coke

800
800

1100
1100
lt00
1350
1350
r350

Heat
Treat-
ment

belo¡e
Impreg-
nation

800
800

1100
1100
1100
2800
2800
2800

None

One
None
One
Tu'o

N,one
One
Tv'o

Erpan-
slon

Coeñ-
cient

X10-6

4 . 2 6
t 2 n

ó . + o
3 . 7 3
3 . 9 5
3 .35
3 .50
3 . 5 8

Total
7" ln-
crease

in
Density

4 . 7

6 . 8
r 6 . 3

6 . 6 3
1 1 . 1

Number
of

Impreg-
nations

Total 16
Change

+2.6 + 27o

+7.4 L. 2Vo
+13.3 + 27o

+4.5 + LTo
+6.5 *  tTo
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before it was impregnated, and the number
of impregnations. The expansion coefficient
for each sample after the sample was finally
graphitized is given in the fourth column.
The impregnated samples are seen to have
higher expansion coefficients than the cor-
responding unimpregnated samples; the per
cent increase is given in the fifth column.
In the sixth and last column the relative
increases in density resulting from impregna-
tions are listed.

B. Anisotropy of Corbon Samples

( " \RBO. \S  AND GR. \PH ITE

TABLII II
,'lni,sotropy of Graphitizecl KerLtlaII (oke Rods

(.2800"c)
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Coke Calcinat ion
Temperature

Rar ' ( -599"6¡
800"c
1100"c

.L..",,1ti, \ 'olume Expan-t-u.9ll| '  .{nisotropy ' ion t oefti i icnt

r 
-"i[ i , '  r l 'cr r:r

a .^Pn '_  -
iiñ r rr
( ñ e r  X L  a J .  I  I  l l
"c t  x r  . r ,

x t 0 - ' 1  x 1 0 d i x 1 0 o
I  6 . 1 5  I  . 7 8  . 8 2  2 2 . 0  2 r . 06 . 1 5  ]  . 7 8  . 8 2  2 2 . 0  2 r . 0

4 .25  i  . 6 .1  |  
-  17 .5

3 . 5 5  . 5 i '  . 6 1  1 6 . 0  1 1 5 . 3

Carbon is knorvn to have arisotropic coke graphites of different C'T' The

properties in directions parallel and perpen- anisotropy of the magnetic susceptibilit¡r

dicular to the direction of extrusion. 'l'his appears to be about equai to that for the

arises from the great anisotropy of the single thermal expansion' If this relation should

crystallites, through the alignment oí 
happen to be general' one could predict at

crystallites lvithin coke particles, rvhich in least approximately transt¡erse thermal

turn during the process of extrusion become expalisions from. longitudinal olles, using

aligned in the mif. fn order to determine rnagnetic determinations of anisotropy' The

the anisotropy of the thermal expansion volume expansion coefficients calculated

(o"/c,r) of t*,o Kendalr coke sampres, the using the magnetic anisotropy as suggested

expansion in the transverse direction l,as 1b:"t .u"9. 
those obtaimed from a direct

directly measured. A sample rvas made from deternrination of expansion coefficients are

discs cut from the rod rvhose longitudinal also given for the same thrce samples of

expansion \yas kno$¡n, the discs beiug joined different C'T'

together by graphite pegs rvith a loÍ-er The great diffet'ence irL longitudinal

expansion coefficient. Reasonably repro- expansion coefficients of these samples as a

ducible results ',,ere obtained with such function of C.T. is probabl¡' due to the

samples. different degree of alignment of the coke

Tkgpsnplipsu,:gp.p-tibility of the car-l¡on f1,t1t:!: ]l :,":h 
case, the coks--p¿¡tiel$.

hasl-directional depe,rde,rcó atso. smalt sqlsrq-{-lg-,lp.x-t-,"!,".TP91,{y19 being less
."¡"; ¿"i ;";;; ;d ñ;i;;;.p";; -essolr-opic á+d i"$-"t'giiáLlc'-Ttre i;óiüme
in an inhomogeneous magnetic field, a.nd expansion coefficients are defirritely de-

the decrease in their apparent n'eight as a 
*. 

Pendent on the C'T' of the cokc, horvever'

fünctioñ'ói'magnetic fi^"id ,ru. det"ermined Furthermore the carbons are anisotropic not

T;. r tivci-'órie.ntatlonÉ, one l'ith the extrusion only $'ith respect to thermal expansion but

axis liaraUei and the other transverse to the also l-ith respect to the climensional changes

field direction. The anisotropy of suscepti- during heat treatmeut, as can be seen irl

bilitS, (y¡/yr) rvas found from the ratio of Fig' 3 from the heat treatmerit curve

weight losses for each position. The ani- obtailied for a transverse 1100o C'T' sample

sotropies found for both physical properties u'hich shox's in the range 1100-1600'C a

as well as the longitudinal expansion very 
.large 

shrinkage in the transverse

coefficients are siven in Table II for Kendall clrrectlon'

3 S. Mrozowski, This volume, page 31. a I l .  A. I{metko, This volurne, page 21.
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C. X-ray diffrantion Measu,rements

X-ray diffraction measurements were
made with a Norelco Spectrometer Goni-
ometer for porvdered Kendall coke graphite
samples packed in a standard specimen
holder. The diffraction pattern for the
1100' C.T. sample rvas found to have a
greater intensity of the 002, 004, 006 lines,
relative to the 110 line than th¿t for the rarv
coke samples, the 800'C C.T. sample being
intermediate. The difference in their X-ray
patterns rvas found to be due to a varying
degree of alignment of the porvder particles

under the same packing pressure. fhe
alignment effect rvas conclusively dcmon-
strated by obtaining identical patterns from

al!-se¡n.ples w.hen they lvere held in a thin
cellulose holder which required no packing
pressure.

IY. DISCUSSION

It has been shorvn in this rvork that the
thermal expansion of a carbon and its

behavior during heat treatment depend on
a) the calcination temperature of the coke
used, b) the particle size to which the coke
rvas ground, and c) on tvhether or not the
carbon u'as impregnated, and if so, at what
heat-treatment stage of the sample the
impregnant was introduced.

The volume expansion coefficient for
polycrystalline carbons is always found to
be lorver than that of a single crystal. Tlris
characteristic is a consequence of the
existence of rigid carbon-carbon bond net-
rvorks which extend through the aggregate
of crystallites and suppress the large ex-
pansion of the crystallites in the direction
perpendicular to the graphitic plane3.

Exactly horv much smaller the expansion of
the macrostructure is, and horv strongly it
depends on factors a, b and c listed above is

,4g!""tpll"d by the relative arrangement of
individual crystallites and the number and
distribution of intercrystallite bonds.

J9*.{!tr_e-1e1ces_ $'ere noticeable in the
'X-ray diffraction patterns of samples made

PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONFERENCES ON CARBON

(

from cokes with various calcination tempera-
tu¡ip. S-ince the differences in structure
responsible for variation in expansion
éófficients are too slight to be detectable by

ih9 X,1ay method, studies of the thermal

.g-xpansion and of the changes occurliug. in
heat treatment. are a very useful and ex-

lrsmely sensitive method of investigating
structural changes of carbons.

Although no explanation of the influence

of each operation and the order in which

they are performed in the preparation of the
carbon on its final properties can be given,

especially in vierv of the limited number of
results obtained to date, it might be rvorth-

while to point out two possible reasons for

carbons being sensitive to such variables'
The first of these is the inevitable presence

of internal stresses, rvhich originate in one

or more of the following rvays3: a) stresses

are formed during heating of an initially

unstressed aggregate of anisotropic crystal-
lites, or during cooling of such an aggregate
from temperatures at uüich stresses have

been relieved by creep, as happens in carbons
heated to a temperature higher than about
2000'C, b) complicated stresses are formed

when a carbon is cooled from a temperature
belorv 2000oC rvhen stresses created during
heating are only partly relieved by processes

other than creep, for instance by crystal
growth, and c) additional stresses on more

of a macroscale are formed for a t'wo-

component mixture of carbons rvith different
microcrystalline structure, such as binder ,
coke and particle coke. Large stresses are',
present for the last reason as the result of

the baking operation rvhen the binder coke

shrinks irreversibly and calcined coke
particles expand reversibly. Stresses created

in this manner are not so large in samples
prepared from rarl' coke particles, which

shrink along with the binder durite-hakrqg.
fhé stl ons dependence of thermal expansion

on coke calcination temperature might be

due to such stresses directly or to the

structural differences brought about by their¡ i
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.presence. Ej" .9"__."ggli¡rg -dter graphitiza-
tion, after all stresses are relaxed by creep
above ?000"C, the two dissimilar-in-struc-
ture components are shrinkirrg at unequal
rates and as a result stresses develon.

Ii seems probable that r,vhen .u.üorr. ur"
hgatgd-,fur g.ool,e{).!.h9i1 exps4sion is de-
pendent on the magnitude of internal
- -thglg"r ggtSd lot l_etiSySQ_.llr _e _ n1¡1iqr
that is determined bv the microcrvstalline
glrwtn'e. H"i'="%-F'üi';il"ii1, io tnl
internal stress which the carbon can sustain
rvithout microfracture or v'ithout other
irreversible changes in its structure being
induced. Structural alterations resulting
from the relief of thermal stresses, including
forced crystallite grorvth3 are undoubtedly
responsible for the irreversible features of
the heat-treatment process.

In the trvo particular cases of greatest
irreversible length changes during heat,
treatment, namely, in the puffing of the
Texas rarv coke and in the shrinkage of the
hard coke rods, the thermal expansion was
found to be greatly changed. An interrelation
between the behavior during the heat
treatment and the changes in the thermal
expansion was not surprising, as both are
dependent on structural modifi cations.

A second reason for the diversitv in
behavñr óf.uibon. is that the binder not
only cóntributes directly to the expansion
gf thg-¡na!.e¡lal b5¡ its presence betrveen the
coke particles, but also interacts lvith and
changes the thermal expansion of the coke

Berjjclg[ r-v,hieh. it,, surrorurds. Depending on
the extent to rvhich binder (óspecially the
ligtrt-f'ractionsi) penetrates the coke mic,rá-

structure, rvhen solidified it might more or
Iess affect the structure and the further

C.rglvth of indiviclual crystall i tes.
The variation of thermal expansion with

variation of C.T. and as a result of impregna-
tion seem to be caused by the influence of
the binder on the structure of the coke. This
rvould explain nüy the influence of the binder
depends orr the maximum heat treatment
the carbon structure has received before the
binder has beerr introduced into it; that is,
on hou'much opportunity the structure may
have had to develop before the disturbing
agent rvas introduced.

The variation of thermal expansion lvith
coke particle-size might also be due to the
influence of binder. Smaller particles expose
relatively greater surface to the binder and
the binder penetrates them more easily. Qn
the other hand, grinding releases some
stresses in the coke and changes its structure
even before the binder is introduced. Both
f*iotr *iÁf,t be of importance.

The action of the binder absorbed in the
coke might be by way of changing the
distribution of crystallites and their inter-
linkages or might be direct by modification
of internal stresses. Further rvork is in
progress in which an attempt is being made
to isolate the action of the binder in the
thermal expansion of the rvhole structure.

The author wishes to express his gratitude to
Professor S. Mrozowski for his guidance in plan-
ning and carrying out this research ¿nd to the
Speer Carbon Company, the Great Lakes Carbon
Corporation and Barrett Division, Allied Chemi-
cal and Dye Corporation for supplying raw' ma,-
ter i  a ls.


